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Abstract: This project presents some technical specifications of GT

Generator. It includes investigation of various control & operating

LM6000 GT overview: Developed from CF6-80C2 turbofan engine.

Liquid, Gas &Dual Fuel packages available. Steam/Water Injection

&DLE Dry Low Emissions combustor systems are available. It is the

most efficient simple-cycle GT in its class. Some changes made to

convert CF6-80C2 to LM6000: Front fan is removed & inlet guide

vanes added. LP compressor from CF6-50/LM5000 is used. Front

Generator. It includes investigation of various control & operating

systems for GE LM6000 PC GT which is an industrial 47.5 MW.

The aero-derivative GT is lighter weight, 2-speeds, 2-shafts variation

of GT. Described data are extracted &compiled from practical basic

GToperation&package familiarization documents. The GT operates

on principle of Brayton cycle, where compressed air is mixed with

fuel, burned under constant pressure conditions. The resulting hot

gasesarethen allowed to expand through a turbine to perform work.

vanes added. LP compressor from CF6-50/LM5000 is used. Front

and rear frames are adapted. Output shafts added to LPC front

&back of LPT. Bearing 7R are added. New industrial fuel system

are added. Balancing disk is added to LPT. Hydraulic control

system for variable geometry. Since it‘s introduction in 1992, the

original LM6000PA was followed by model PB, dry low emissions

(DLE) version. In 1998, PC model was introduced and incorporated

design changes to the LPC, HPC, LPT, balance piston system and

the fuel system. These design changes increased shaft power output

by approximately 3.4 MW, and engine efficiency by approximately

2%. The LM6000 PD is the LM6000 PC modified with the Dry Low

Emission Combustion System (DLE). This GT-PC model made its

appearance in mid-1998. DLE system requires changes to be made

to the fuel nozzles and the annular combustion chamber is added.
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Objectives of  LM6000 GT Generator Basic Operation & Package 

Familiarization Documents: Is to provide system operators with: 

•Understand basic GT&Generator operation. •Understand how each 

of the sub systems operates, individually and as part of total package 

•Ability to initiate & maintain normal system operation. •Ability to 

recognize system alarm &fault information & take the appropriate 

actions. •Understand system documentation. •Knowledge of various 

serviceable components& maintenance needed for normal operation. 
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Basics    

Combustors: main types & designs found in GTs:

1-Annular combustor with liner sitting inside the outer

casing which has been peeled open in the drawing. Many

TURBINE CONFIGURATIONS Single shaft illustration is the traditional single shaft 

assembly. It consists of the axial flow compressor; Turbine and Power Turbine are all 

mechanically linked. If we add to this shaft the generator and gearbox, we have a shaft 

system with a high moment of inertia. This is the favored configuration for electrical 

generation because this provides additional speed (Frequency) stability of the electrical 

current during large load fluctuations. This configuration is typical of heavy-duty 

industrial “frame” turbines, such as the MS7001. The twin shaft illustration shows the 

standard two shaft arrangement with the compressor and turbine only connected, and an 

casing which has been peeled open in the drawing. Many

modern combustors are annular. 2-Older can or tubular

design. Photo shows some actual combustor cans. Each

can has both a liner and a casing, and the cans are

arranged around the central shaft. 3-A compromise

design is a can-annular design, in which the casing is

annular and the liner is can-shaped. The advantage to

the can-annular design is that the individual cans are

more easily designed, tested, and serviced.

standard two shaft arrangement with the compressor and turbine only connected, and an 

unconnected power turbine and output shaft that will rotate independently. This 

configuration is favored for variable speed-drive packages, such as pumps and 

compressors, because the gas generator or gas producer can run at its own optimum speed 

for a given load. The LM2500 utilizes this configuration and has been applied to both 

electric power generation and a variety of mechanical drive applications. Aircraft jet 

engines have for many years been adapted for industrial use as shown in the diagrams 

above. The concentric shaft illustration, above left, shows a more complicated an aero-

derivative industrial turbine arrangement. This type, too, is still essentially a two shaft 

configuration but the gas generator core (an original jet-engine) was designed with two 

spools, a Low Pressure Shaft and a High Pressure Shaft. This engine configuration allows 

the load to be driven from either the exhaust end or the compressor air intake end. This is 

the configuration used by the LM6000. The concentric shaft with power turbine illustration 

is essentially a two shaft arrangement with a gas generator originally designed for 

propulsion. An independently rotating Power Turbine, manufactured especially to match 

the flow of the jet engine, is added to the gas path as the power/torque producer. This 

configuration is found in the LM1600 and the LMS100.



BEARINGS AND SUMPS: 8 anti-friction roller- and ball-type bearings support the 

rotating components and the aerodynamic loads in the LM6000. The bearings are held 

together with a cage and race assembly. By design, the bearings do not generate 

significant heat from friction. They do, however, absorb heat transmitted from the 

engine’s hot-gas path and because of this, lube oil is supplied to the bearings for cooling 

purposes. The roller bearings support radial loads and axial thrust loads are supported 

by ball bearings. These bearings are located in the sumps A, B, C, D, and E areas. 

Bearings are classified into two broad categories; friction, also commonly known as plain 

or Babbitt type, and anti-friction, which contain rollers or balls that makes a rolling 

contact with the shaft. The gas turbine utilizes anti-friction type bearings, whereas the 

generator has friction type bearings. Bearings have the following functions:

•Support the load on shaft. The load may be a gear or the shaft itself. Reduce friction 

created by turning. This is accomplished both by design and by lubrication and is one of 

the most important functions of bearings. Reduce friction created by thrust. A specially 

designed bearing is required for this purpose. Hold a shaft in rigid alignment. A high 

speed-rotating shaft has a tendency to “whip” unless adequately supported by bearings.










